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The demo presented here performs processing of
user's singing on the spot. Voice recording is done
using an interactive karaoke application implemented
on a smartphone.

Abstract
A singing voice processing system has been
developed with interactive smartphone interface. The
system performs automated singing voice correction
according to the target melody of the song and
specified audio effects. The aim of the presentation is
to show capabilities of the designed signal processing
framework which can be potentially used in music
production and entertainment services1.

2. Scientific and technical description
2.1. Modeling of voiced and mixed sounds
Harmonic model implies manipulating of each
harmonic of the signal separately. Here, in singing
voice processing, GUSLAR tries to extract and process
subharmonic components as well. In order to make
bands of analysis filters narrow enough we utilize very
long analysis frames (up to 16 pitch periods that
corresponds to 35–320 ms for pitch range 450–50 Hz).
It is possible to use such large windows without
frequency smoothing due to time-warping which
results in a signal with stable pitch. An example of
harmonic analysis is shown in figure 1.

1. Introduction and motivations
An automated voice correction system modifies
user's singing to be perceived as 'professional' i.e. to be
in tune with the melody of the song. There are many
sophisticated solutions for singing voice processing
including Vocaloid [1] and VocaListener [2] that
produce really impressive results of voice morphing.
The crucial part of a voice morphing system is
underlying signal model which interprets the signal in
parametric domain. The present work focuses on
finding a specific model for high quality voice
morphing and was inspired by recent development of
speech phonation models [3] and their application to
singing voice processing [4]. The proposed modeling
framework GUSLAR [5] is designed specifically for
singing voice processing and can change pitch/tempo
of the signal and add artificial polyphony. Processing
of voiced speech is made in warped-time domain
where it is possible to use narrow-band filters and
extract harmonic and subharmonic components. Due to
warped-time processing GUSLAR can be potentially
beneficial for modeling various phonation phenomena
such as glottalization, creaky voice, diplophonic
phonation etc. This might be valuable for singing voice
processing since these effects are typical in singing.

Figure 1. Time-frequency representation of voiced speech

The model considers each harmonic as a
multicomponent periodic function and represents
voiced speech signal 𝑠(𝑛) as
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The presented framework is used in an automated
karaoke application developed by IT Mobile company
(Moscow)
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𝑠 𝑛 =

simultaneous notes and resolved during processing
with DP. An example of pitch contour generation is
shown in figure 2.
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3. Implementation and use

𝐺𝑘 𝑛 𝑒𝑘 𝑛 ,
𝑘=1

The demo is implemented as an interactive internet
service. Using MATLAB implementation of GUSLAR
a remote server processes incoming sound files
according to a given melody score. The general scheme
of the voice correction system is presented in figure 3.
In order to record user's voice and communicate with
the server a dedicated client application is implemented
on a smartphone. A typical demo session involves two
steps.

where 𝐺𝑘 (𝑛) is a gain factor specified by the spectral
envelope, C – number of sinusoidal components for
each harmonic, 𝑓𝑘𝑐 and 𝜑𝑘𝑐 (0) – frequency and initial
phase of c-th component of k-th harmonic respectively,
𝑒𝑘 (𝑛) - excitation signal of k-th harmonic. Amplitudes
𝐴𝑐𝑘 (𝑛) are normalized in order to set the unit energy to
1 𝐶
each harmonic’s excitation:
𝐴𝑘 (𝑛) 2 = 1 for
2 𝑐=1 𝑐
𝑘 = 1, … , 𝐾.
According to the model the actual period of
excitation can be longer than the period of pitch. That
makes the model suitable for processing speech
fragments with partial glottalization.

2.2. Generating target pitch contour
The target pitch contour for corrected singing voice
is generated according to a given melody and the pitch
estimated from user's singing. Firstly tessitura
matching is carried out by shifting octaves of separate
melody pieces. Then fine time alignment of source
pitch and melody is made by dynamic programming
(DP). This reduces audible artifacts occurring at note
transitions. Then the source pitch contour heuristically
segmented into notes which are drawn up to the
melody. The form of original pitch contour is
preserved at borders of the segments in order to
attenuate the effect of 'computer accent'.

Figure 3. Singing voice correction system

At the first step the user sings while listening to the
backing in earphones and seeing lyrics on the screen as
shown in figure 4. When recording session is finished
the data are encoded and transmitted to the server.
The second step is voice processing. The pitch
contour is extracted from user's singing and then the
target contour is generated using the melody of the
song. Other model parameters are estimated from the
signal and morphing is applied. The synthesized signal
is mixed with the backing and the result is encoded and
returned to the user. The user can listen to the result
with the demo smartphone, or alternatively the result
can be sent to a specified e-mail.

Figure 2. Changing pitch of singing voice

To reduce gaps between source and target pitch
contours some melody variations are allowed.
Variations are predefined in the melody by
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Figure 4. User interface for recording session
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application
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